Altiplano & Gaucho Wanderer, (ZZB)
La Paz to Buenos Aires 21 Days, departing 10th January 2023

Trip Overview
Trip Style:

Overlanding

Route:

La Paz to Buenos Aires

Duration:

21 Days

Transport:

Overland Expedition Vehicle, Jeep

Accommodation:

Meals:

Basic Hotel 5 nights
Comfortable Hotel 4 nights
Wild Camp 2 nights
Multishare Hostel 2 nights
Camping 7 nights

Breakfasts x 20, Lunches x 11, Dinners x 9

Physical Challenge:
Your itinerary may include easy-paced day walks, bike rides,
and other activities that are not too strenuous.

Lifestyle Challenge:
This is a fairly challenging trip; you may well be travelling at
high altitudes, across deserts or through cold and windy or hot
and steamy areas. The terrain and roads may be rough and the
facilities can be very basic or non existent. There may be some
long drive days followed by wild camps, and physically and
mentally it can be tough, but there will be some rest days and
time to relax as well.

Daily Itinerary
Day 1 - La Paz (10th January 2023)
Border information: if you are joining in La Paz, you will most likely enter Bolivia at La Paz El Alto International Airport (IATA
code: LPB).
Welcome to La Paz, Bolivia's seat of government and the highest administrative capital in the world! There will be an important
group meeting at 6:00pm at the joining hotel - please look out at the hotel reception for a note from your leader with more details
about this important meeting.
Please note that many of the options listed below will only be possible for those with extra time in La Paz before the start of your
trip with us - please contact the Sales team if you would like to book pre-tour accommodation with us to have extra time exploring
La Paz.
A note on altitude: If you are joining in La Paz, we strongly recommend arriving at least 24 hours before the trip begins to allow
additional time to acclimatise.
Accommodation: Estrella Andina Hostal A""

Day 2 - La Paz (11th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast
Today we have a free day to enjoy La Paz.

Daily Activities
Optional Activities
Take a trip out to the mountain resort of Chacaltaya and the other-worldly landscape of the Moon Valley near La Paz
Full day tour: 130 BOB

Downhill "gravity assisted" mountain biking from La Paz to Coroico
Full day tour (not incl 50 BOB road fee): 125 USD

Guided tour to explore Tiahuanacu Inca Ruins
Full day tour: 220 BOB

Take a guided tour of the main sights and viewpoints around La Paz
City tour: 150 BOB

Enjoy some zip lining in Coroico
Price: 220 BOB

Day 3 - Potosi (12th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast
Today we will leave La Paz behind and head to the colonial mining town of Potosí, the highest town in the world, and once famous
for the area's abundance of silver!

Day 4 - Uyuni (13th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast
After some free time in Potosi, we will continue our journey to Uyuni, the gateway to the Salar de Uyuni salt flats.
In Uyuni we will stay in a friendly hotel, famous for serving the highest pizzas in the world!

Daily Activities
Optional Activities
Visit the the Casa de la Moneda museum in Potosí to learn all about its colonial past and the silver that once flowed from the
area
Tour incl camera fee: 60 BOB

Head down into the tunnels of the Potosi silver mine
Tour: 120 BOB

Day 5 - Uyuni (14th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
Today we will venture out onto the salt flats of the Salar de Uyuni, spending a full day exploring this phenomenal location by jeep
and on foot. En route we will explore the nearby train graveyard and the cactus-filled 'Fish Island', and take all the time we need to
get plenty of perspective-bending photographs!

Daily Activities
Included Activities
Take jeeps out onto the dazzling Uyuni Salt Flats

Included

Day 6 - Altiplano (15th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today we will head off across the wilds of the Altiplano, a surreal and desolate desert landscape that stretches all the way into
Chile. We will make plenty of stop for photographs on the way and at the end of the day we aim to cross the border into Chile,
making camp soon afterwards.

Daily Activities
Included Activities
Take the epic journey across the Altiplano - an incredible high-altitude adventure through a surreal desert landscape taking in
bizarre rock formations and stunning lakes

Included

Day 7 - San Pedro de Atacama (16th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
Border information: Exit Bolivia and enter Chile at Ollague
After breakfast we will break camp, and drive through the stunning Reserva Nacional Alto Loa on the Chilean part of the Altiplano,
stopping off en route for photographs. Afterwards descending down to San Pedro de Atacama.
Please note: The weather in this region can be unpredictable and has been known to close the road to the border. On these
occasions we will take an alternate route across the Altiplano, crossing into either Chile or Argentina at a different border point.
Your Tour Leaders will keep you informed of any changes that may be necessary.

Day 8 - San Pedro de Atacama (17th January 2023)

Meals: Breakfast
Today we will have a free day to explore the incredible highlights of the Atacama desert surrounding San Pedro. In the evening we
will take an included trip out to the extraordinary Moon Valley, where we will hopefully see an incredible sunset. At night we will
also have the chance to go stargazing, in one of the world's premier regions for astronomy (please note that this is only possible
when there is not a full moon).

Daily Activities
Included Activities
Explore the dramatic landscape of the Moon Valley

Included
Optional Activities
Discover some of the interesting ancient ruins near San Pedro and the artifacts found in the area on an archaeological tour
Tour: 25,000 CLP

Hire a bike to explore the incredible deserts surrounding San Pedro de Atacama at your own pace
Half day: 5,000 CLP

Discover the incredible deserts of San Pedro on horseback
Riding: 13,500 CLP

Take a tour of the stunning Lagunas Altiplánicas backdropped by the incredible deserts and volcanic scenery of the region
Entrance: 35,000 CLP

Observe the night skies at a Chilean observatory
Tour: 25,000 CLP

Day 9 - Purmamarca (18th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Border information: Exit Chile at Paso Jama, enter Argentina at Paso Jama.
Today we will have a long drive day to cross the mighty Andes, cross the border into Argentina, and reach the beautiful village of
Purmamarca next to the aptly-named 'Hill of Seven Colours'

Day 10 - Salta (19th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast
Today we will drive to the beautiful colonial city of Salta, where we will have time to freely explore on arrival.

Day 11 - Salta (20th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast
Today we will have a free day to explore the town of Salta, visit its many museums, or explore the beautiful surrounding hills on
foot or by mountain bike. We will also have the chance to take the cable car to the viewpoint on San Bernardo Hill overlooking the
town, taking in some of the incredible mountian scenery nearby.

Daily Activities

Optional Activities
Explore the beautiful mountains and forests near Salta on a mountain biking trip
The Bull circuit: 1,300 ARS
Rainforest Circuit: 900 ARS
Downhill Cuesta del Obispo: 2,000 ARS
Bike Rental (full day): 600 ARS

Take the cable car up to the top of San Bernardo Hill and take in the breathtaking views out over the city of Salta below
Return cable car: 200 ARS

Go trekking in and around Salta
Rainforest Trek: 1,100 ARS
Urban Trek: 700 ARS

Day 12 - En route (21st January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today we will have a short morning drive to a campsite in Cabra Corral, a small village south of Salta where we have the
opportunity to go rafting or zip-lining!
Tonight we will continue our drive a short distance to wild camp in the stunning mountains nearby, or camp at the rafting base in
Cabra Corral if preferred.

Daily Activities
Optional Activities
Fly through the stunning valleys above the Juramento river on an exciting 4-cable zip-lining course
Zip line: 750 ARS

Get the adrenaline pumping with some white water rafting in Salta
Rafting: 950 ARS
Rafting & BBQ: 1,150 ARS

Day 13 - Cafayate (22nd January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today we will drive through the spectacular rock formations of the Quebrada de las Conchas, and reach the serene town of
Cafayate.
This small unassuming town is the centre of one of Argentina's principal wine producing regions, famous for the quality of its
Torrentes and Tannat wines! Over the next two days we will have the opportunity to go to a few of the vineyards nearby to see how
the wine is made, and of course to try them!

Daily Activities
Included Activities

Visit the impressive rock formations of 'El Amphiteatro' and 'La Garganta del Diablo' en route through the primeval landscape
of the Quebrada de las Conchas

Included

Day 14 - Cafayate (23rd January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Free day to explore Cafayate. This small unassuming town is the centre of one of Argentina's principal wine
producing regions, famous for the quality of its Torrentes and Tannat wines! We will have the opportunity to go to a
few of the vineyards nearby to see how the wine is made, and of course to try them!

Daily Activities
Optional Activities
Discover the bodegas and stock up on wine in Cafayate
Wine tasting: 150 ARS

Day 15 - Recreo (24th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today we will drive south over some more spectacular mountains and arrive in the lush flat pampas that Argentina is famous for.
We will visit the ancient ruins of the indigenous city of Quilmes en route.

Daily Activities
Included Activities
Visit the Quilmes ruins

Included

Day 16 - Estancia (25th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today we drive to a unique Anglo-Argentine Estancia, where we will stay for 3 nights.
During our time at the Estancia, we will head out horseback riding, taste the excellent wines produced by their vineyards, be
entertained by a local musician, learn some of the skills of the gauchos, and enjoy a traditional asado (Argentine BBQ). This isa
magical experience in a beautiful and atmospheric location, and many people's highlight of the trip!

Please note that some of these activities are subject to weather conditions. Please also note that there is a strict weight limit of 15
stone (210lbs) or 95kg to partake in the horse riding - if you should weigh more than this, then unfortunately you will not be able
to participate in the horseback riding.

Daily Activities
Included Activities
Spend 3 unique days at an Anglo-Argentinian estancia to experience the Gaucho way of life

Included

Day 17 - Estancia (26th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Full day at the Estancia.

Day 18 - Estancia (27th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Full day at the Estancia.

Day 19 - Buenos Aires (28th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast
Today we will have a full day drive to the wonderful city of Buenos Aires, the capital of Argentina.

Day 20 - Buenos Aires (29th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast
Today is a free day to explore the incredible city of Buenos Aires, soak up the atmosphere of its streets, and discover its amazing
culture, art, and music.

Daily Activities
Optional Activities
Learn all about the cuisine of Argentina on a food tour of Buenos Aires visiting several incredible local top-class eateries that
you won't find in the guidebooks!
Tour: 85 USD

Enjoy a free city tour of Buenos Aires
Tour: Free

Visit the strangely beautiful cemetery of Recoleta the final resting place of many ex-presidents and Argentine icons most
famously including the tomb of Eva Peron
Entrance: Free

See a different side to Buenos Aires on a tour of its incredible street art with some of the local artists
Tour: 20 USD

Try your hand at the art of tango dancing with a private lesson in Buenos Aires
Lesson: 25 USD

Head out to a tango show in Buenos Aires' oldest cafe the Gran Cafe Tortoni - seeing a slice of iconic Argentine culture in an
ideal and intimate setting
Show: 650 ARS

Try some of Argentina's most delicious wines on a top-level wine tasting afternoon in Buenos Aires
Price: 52 USD

Day 21 - Buenos Aires - End Date (30th January 2023)
Meals: Breakfast

Border information: if you are finishing in Buenos Aires, you will most likely exit Argentina at Buenos Aires Ministro Pistarini
International Airport, also known as Ezeiza Airport (IATA code: BUE/EZE).
Today is the end day for passengers finishing their trip in Buenos Aires. Please note there is no accommodation included on the trip
tonight - please contact your sales agent if you would like to arrange some extra nights of accommodation here after your trip.
Accommodation:

Itinerary Disclaimer
The routes, activities and places visited described in these notes are intentions and are meant as a rough guide only. By their very
nature, overland itineraries need to be flexible and the regions that we are travelling through are often unpredictable. We intend to
follow the planned route but exact night stops and inclusions cannot be guaranteed and it sometimes happens that we decide to
make a change to our planned itinerary. This may be for a variety of reasons; climatic, road or bureaucratic conditions may
demand it. Changes to the itinerary may occur with little notice so please be prepared for modifications to your trip.
Drive Times
Drive times are listed in the day-to-day itinerary. These are the approximate number of hours that the vehicle will be in motion,
and does not include any time taken for coffee or lunch stops, border crossings, photo stops, activities en route, comfort breaks,
shopping stops, toilet stops, etc. The times given are approximate estimates only and whilst given with the best of intentions, the
drive times are heavily dependent on traffic, road conditions, weather, police roadblocks, and many other factors.
Accommodation and Meals Included
The type of accommodation and included meals are listed for each day of the itinerary. These listings show our intention and on
most departures the listings will be accurate. However due to the flexible nature of overland itineraries, climatic, bureaucratic or
road conditions may demand changes to our listed intentions or groups may simply decide to amend the plans from time to time.
Optional Activities
A selection of optional activities is listed in the day-to-day itinerary. This list is designed to be a helpful guide as to what is
commonly available in each location, and is neither an exhaustive list, a guarantee that the activity is available, or an
endorsement or recommendation. Certain activities may not be available on your particular visit and it may not be possible to do
all the activities listed in the time available at each destination. It is recommended to give yourself extra time in your joining or
ending city if you would like to participate in some optional activities there. Prices listed are for entrance only and do not include
transport costs to and from the sites or local guides unless indicated. The prices are displayed according to our latest information
and in the best faith, but prices do fluctuate due to exchange rates, season, numbers of participants, and simple increases from
the operator, and therefore any prices listed are a guide only and cannot be guaranteed. If you partake in any optional activities,
you do so at your own risk and it must be clearly understood that your participation is your own decision and does not form part of
your contract with Dragoman. You may be required to sign/complete a waiver form or optional activity form for some optional
activities. For more information around activity safety and insurance, please see the Essential Information document.

Emergency Contact Information
In the event of a real emergency once you have left your home country, please contact us on our out of office hours number. If you
cannot get through on the phone, please leave a message with your name, reference number, contact details and a message with
the help that you need and we will get back to you. Please bear in mind that real progress or action may not be possible until
normal office hours, depending on the issue.
If your flight is delayed, please inform us as soon as you can and then make your way to the joining hotel as instructed in the
Joining Point section of these notes.
Out of hours Number: +44 (0) 7985 106564

A Few Rules
We expect all group members to act respectfully towards our staff and other group members. Bullying will not be tolerated.
Engaging in commercial or exploitative sexual activities, committing acts of violence or threatening violence towards local people,
other group members or any member of our staff is not allowed. Any customer engaging in such activities will be required to leave
the trip immediately with no refund of the trip price.
You must at all times comply with the laws, customs, foreign exchange and drug regulations of all countries visited and conduct
yourself in accordance with our responsible travel policy. Any customer found contravening such laws or regulations will be
required to leave the trip immediately with no refund of the trip price.
Although we are aware that in some parts of the world taking, carrying or selling drugs, or carrying weapons may be legal, it is not
acceptable for Dragoman customers and our tour leaders have the right to ask you to leave the trip immediately with no refund of
the trip price if you are found to be engaging in such activities.

Issues on the trip
While we always endeavour to provide the best possible holiday experience, due to the nature of travel and the areas we visit
sometimes things can and do go wrong. Should any issue occur while you are on your trip, it is imperative that you discuss this
with your group leader or our local partner straight away so that they can do their best to rectify the problem and save any
potential negative impact on the rest of your trip.
We recognise that there may be times when your group leader may not be able to resolve a situation to your satisfaction. If this is
the case please contact our customer relations department on customer-relations@dragoman.co.uk.
You may also choose to provide details in your feedback questionnaire which we ask you to complete at the end of your trip, but
we do ask you to be aware that it is very difficult for us to provide any practical help after the trip is complete.

Important Notes
Overlanding Lifestyle
Dragoman was founded in 1981, and has had many years of experience of leading overland trips across 4 continents. Overlanding
is all about sharing a great travelling experience with like-minded people. On your trip you’ll travel in one of Dragoman’s purposebuilt iconic expedition vehicles on an off-the-beaten-track adventure along rugged roads, experiencing the sights, sounds and
smells of the world up-close. Your journey will be overland, sometimes across vast distances, so some long days spent driving are
inevitable – but these will be interspersed with breaks of a day or two at a destination or activity.
On an overland journey, you are more than just a passenger and everyone gets involved setting up camp – we supply the tent but
it’s up to you to pitch it! As part of your trip, you will be assigned a truck job which could be collecting firewood or water, luggage
loading, organising food, stores, etc. Like all great adventures, the more you put in the more you'll get out! For more details of how
an overlanding trip works, please see the Essential Information document.

Safety Standards
We run adventure journeys in off the beaten track areas, which often have poor infrastructure. You should expect that some of
these areas do not adhere to 'Western' safety standards. For more information, please see the Essential Information document

Medical Assistance in Remote Areas
We will be travelling to areas in remote locations where medical assistance will not be available, and communications may be
sparse. We do not carry satellite phones on our regular trips. Therefore, if you have a medical condition such as a heart condition
that would put you at risk, we would suggest that this is not the trip for you. Also, please be aware that should an emergency
occur, there is likely to be a considerable delay in accessing medical care, and by joining our trip you accept this risk.

Visas, Health, Insurance & Money
Before you travel there are vital things to consider such as:

• Any visas needed for your trip
• Any vaccinations needed (please consult your GP or travel clinic)
• Organising your local payment (the kitty)
• Buying travel insurance (insurance is compulsory to be allowed to join our trips)
For more information on these topics, please see the Essential Information Document.

Altitude Warning
Warning - this trip goes above 2800m.
Please note that this trip spends time above 2800 metres/9200 feet where it is possible for travellers to experience some adverse
effects on your health due to the altitude, potentially including Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS), High Altitude Cerebral Edema
(HACE) and High Altitude Pulmonary Edema (HAPE). Because of this it is very important that you make yourself aware of the cause
and effects of travelling at altitude and monitor your health during this trip.
For further information please download our AMS information sheet or refer to the following website: www.high-altitudemedicine.com. If you are starting your trip in a destination above 2800m/9200ft we strongly advise reading this information prior to
arrival. Your leader will also hand you a copy of the AMS information sheet during your trip as well as holding a short meeting prior
to travelling to altitudes above 2800m/9200ft for the first time.
Some travel insurance companies will stipulate a maximum altitude limit. Please ensure that you are covered and if
necessary pay the additional premium of extended cover.

High Altiplano Note
Because of its nature, this itinerary may vary – occasionally the road conditions are too adverse during the rainy season (JanuaryFebruary) to make the crossing from Uyuni to Argentina, and we may have to change the route.
During the winter months in Argentina and Bolivia, we will spend a higher proportion of nights in hotels and less time camping.
Kitty may be higher than expected and you should allow extra funds for this and personal funds for more meals out. There may
well be snow and you should be aware that it can get very cold at night. Please ensure that you bring a decent sleeping bag and
adequate clothes, including thermals.
We will also be travelling to very high altitudes (over 5,000m if you take the crossing from Uyuni to Argentina or vice versa), so
please be aware of the effects of altitude sickness.

Bolivia Notes
Argentina Notes
Chile Notes
Please ensure you have an up to date version of these notes. These notes were printed on the 22nd April 2021

